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***As Afro-Guyanese it is common in Guyanese Creole to repeat adjectives,***As Afro-Guyanese it is common in Guyanese Creole to repeat adjectives,

adverbs and replace "-er" and its corresponding sound with "-a" for emphasis as welladverbs and replace "-er" and its corresponding sound with "-a" for emphasis as well

as "-the" with "-de".as "-the" with "-de".

  

#ROYALLYSPEAKING - For me talking de talk isn't enough, I gotta dress de*#ROYALLYSPEAKING - For me talking de talk isn't enough, I gotta dress de*

part as well. Quite often people associate being spiritual with being out of touch withpart as well. Quite often people associate being spiritual with being out of touch with

de modern world and not having a sense of style or awareness. How I was able to findde modern world and not having a sense of style or awareness. How I was able to find

de balance was to simply keep everything true to my heritage & taste to create dede balance was to simply keep everything true to my heritage & taste to create de

perfect blend. As a Millennial, I've transformed my life from a gang leader, artist,perfect blend. As a Millennial, I've transformed my life from a gang leader, artist,

model and entrepreneur to walk de path of a SABA. No matter de level of successmodel and entrepreneur to walk de path of a SABA. No matter de level of success

I felt I was reaching during de many stages of growth I went through, I was alwaysI felt I was reaching during de many stages of growth I went through, I was always

aware that there's a lot mor* to life. A SABA is de Kemetic term for a Guru, deaware that there's a lot mor* to life. A SABA is de Kemetic term for a Guru, de

one who contemplates de deeper meaning and morality of things, and one whoone who contemplates de deeper meaning and morality of things, and one who

teaches through instruction and exemplary practice. SABA is de scribe, intellectualteaches through instruction and exemplary practice. SABA is de scribe, intellectual

activist, priest, de record keeper and adviser.activist, priest, de record keeper and adviser.

  

However, as a Millennial first, I had to honour my desires and manage to harmonizeHowever, as a Millennial first, I had to honour my desires and manage to harmonize

them with my path of being a SABA. Being introduced to de fashion industry as athem with my path of being a SABA. Being introduced to de fashion industry as a

model in 2011 landed me my first centerfold gig in January 2012. This catapulted memodel in 2011 landed me my first centerfold gig in January 2012. This catapulted me

into de world of High Fashion & Entertainment and I never looked back. In 2017, itinto de world of High Fashion & Entertainment and I never looked back. In 2017, it

all full circled as I strut de runway on behalf of Guyana's premier management agencyall full circled as I strut de runway on behalf of Guyana's premier management agency

; Traits Management, becoming de first model in Guyana to grace de runway in a; Traits Management, becoming de first model in Guyana to grace de runway in a

turban. To Empowa* a largely forgotten demographic of my Culcha* and overallturban. To Empowa* a largely forgotten demographic of my Culcha* and overall

aiding to my country's glory is a victory unmatched.aiding to my country's glory is a victory unmatched.

  

Utilizing my moment in de spotlight to activate a change, fueled "Fashion forUtilizing my moment in de spotlight to activate a change, fueled "Fashion for

Empowerment". Notoriety on such a level created an intentional impact inspiring mor*Empowerment". Notoriety on such a level created an intentional impact inspiring mor*

cultural inclusion beyond high fashion. Off de runway I'm inspired to go deeper thancultural inclusion beyond high fashion. Off de runway I'm inspired to go deeper than

de threads, shining light on de indigenous & spiritual origins of fashion. Commencingde threads, shining light on de indigenous & spiritual origins of fashion. Commencing

a quarterly Fashion for Empowerment project, allows me to be a SABA in alla quarterly Fashion for Empowerment project, allows me to be a SABA in all

forms. Enhancing my scope on natural fabrics, patterns and symbolism, provides deforms. Enhancing my scope on natural fabrics, patterns and symbolism, provides de

knowledge of how to design garments best for my skin to aid in heightening my aura.knowledge of how to design garments best for my skin to aid in heightening my aura.

Fusing what I've learned with my ability to draw my visions an make clothing bring forthFusing what I've learned with my ability to draw my visions an make clothing bring forth

a Spiritually Stylish & Regal experience call a Spiritually Stylish & Regal experience call WrapCenturyWrapCentury..

  

Transitioning into fashion, I always stayed in tuned with my inner rhythm & ability toTransitioning into fashion, I always stayed in tuned with my inner rhythm & ability to

create music. During my senior year of HS, I learned audio engineering and began tocreate music. During my senior year of HS, I learned audio engineering and began to

record my own music. record my own music. This led to This led to Mor SoundMor Sound , a project that explore sound in a , a project that explore sound in a

traditional sense, while still connecting through modern mediums such as recordings,traditional sense, while still connecting through modern mediums such as recordings,

radio & podcast. Connecting two of de most popular & innovative art form of modernradio & podcast. Connecting two of de most popular & innovative art form of modern

era, allowed me to see the oneness in all that I do. Thus, it enhanced my spiritualera, allowed me to see the oneness in all that I do. Thus, it enhanced my spiritual

journey as a Millennial Guru, RAvealing* to me that sacredness exist in all walks ofjourney as a Millennial Guru, RAvealing* to me that sacredness exist in all walks of

life . Instead of making these integral practices of my Culcha* a taboo I enrich them.life . Instead of making these integral practices of my Culcha* a taboo I enrich them.  
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http://www.culcha.org/wrapcentury
http://www.culcha.org/morsound

